Abstract
Introduction
Data mining is an eye-catching data analysis technique, since it can help users to target hidden but useful mode or knowledge, in the hope of improving the service. For instance, Amazon and Taobao apply this technique to analyze product association, while Youku recommends videos for users based on its processing data. Mass data mining is contributive to providing better Internet service, making the service more people-oriented. Consequently, data mining is of great importance to modern service industry and national security. Clustering, as an essential component in data mining, plays a crucial part in mass data.
MapReduce is still an emerging programming model to analyze large-scale data. Originally, it was designed to analyze linear data stream. Thus, it is ineffective to process iterative operation on MapReduce. The thesis is aimed to design a new clustering algorithm to analyze large-scale data aided by MapReduce. The new algorithm needs to maintain quality and time-efficiency of clustering in the serial communication and realize parallelization with MapReduce.
In MapReduce, all data are presented in key-value pairs (KVP). A value which is the data of users, and the key, is the unique reducer of that data. MapReduce works in three phases. Firstly, Map. Preprocess the data; get a series of intermediate values (KVPs), temporarily storage the data in local disk and output. Secondly, Shuffle. Transmit the KVPs with same keys to the same reducer. Thirdly, reduce. Process the data and output. Thus, when processing the large-scale data with MapReduce, the following questions need to be thought:
Relevant Works
Robson, together with some others [2] , proposed a clustering algorithm SnI based on MapReduce. One of its major characteristics is that it takes the features of MapReduce programming framework into full consideration so as to cut the I/O expense and online expanse as much as possible. SnI assumes that most data in physical data set are included in some major clusters, then try to recognize the distribution features of these clusters through random sampling, and lastly execute the following clustering. In this way, it notably reduces the mediate data produced during the map stage in SnI and the I/O operation time of the temporary storage and visits to these data. Meanwhile, the amounts of data transmitted during shuffle stage are also greatly cut and the network loads between mapper and reducer are alleviated. The sampling and filtering method adopted in SnI have distinct disadvantages as well: 1) with large amounts of data, even the sampling is done in a small percentage, the scale of the samples will be huge and thus leads to a great expense in time and storage space; 2) the quality of the sample is not promising and the filtering will end up poorly if the samples are closely distributed. k-meansII [1] always chooses the data points which is the farthest from the collected samples. Therefore, the samples collected can better reflect the distribution features of the total data set and the points away from the clusters can be well-handle. The sampling process of k-meansII itself is a constant approximation algorithm to the k-means problem. During the real operation, the original clustering center of k-means algorithm produced by the few samples produced through this way can effectively reduce the iterations needed for the algorithm to reach the convergence condition and the quality of clustering can be improved. K-meansII adopts k-means algorithm during the final clustering stage while MapReduce produces many extra expanses when handling iterative operation, and thus reduces the overall time performance of the algorithm.
He and some others [3] used MapReduce to design MR-DBSCAN algorithm. They analyzed the parallel mechanism of the DBSCAN algorithm in detail, and then adopted an optimizing strategy in MR-DBSCAN algorithm, which reduced the visit frequency, time and space complexity of I/O. The algorithm designed a practical data partitioning strategy for the large scale space data set without index during the data partitioning stage to solve the load balancing problem. It also realized effective elasticity and speed. 1. Selecting a random set of sample points C among the input data set X. 
is sampled factor, proportional to k [4] [5] [6] . Suppose that k=3, =3, total sample number is 7, then the sampling process of k-means II is presented in Figure 1 , Figure 2 and Figure 3 . As shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 , data inside the rectangular will be filtered. At last, clustering the unfiltered data and sample data and get the final result. 13. Clustering weighted sample points and get k clusters, get the Center n （ n=1,…,k ）and feature description F n （ n=1,…,k ）.
14. Data filtering and final clustering. 15. In each mapper, for any x, ' X x  , if x falls within the boundary of F n （ n=1,…,k ）, it will be filtered, otherwise, it is sent to reducer.
16. Reducer receives data and sample data from mapper, and clustering the data locally.
Data-set and Parameter
To make the testing algorithm more efficient, we generate a set of semantic data sets of 8 clusters. Each data set has 10,000 records and has the number of dimensions as 2, 4, 8 respectively. The data in each dimension is in accordance with the normal distribution and is standard in the range of [0, 1] . To the elasticity and speedup ratio of the testing algorithm, 3 data sets contain 10 number of dimensions has been generated. The corresponding record number is 1*108(about 1GB), 2*108, 3*108 respectively. About the parameter setting of K-means II algorithm, we perform the iteration for 5 times and receive 50*k samples, each iteration can give us 10*k samples. Then, we use the k-means++ algorithm to cluster those samples. The parameter setting of SnI algorithm stays the same with the primary sources. The experimental result is the average value of 10 experimental results.
Experimental Results and Analysis
In this essay, we use clustering cost, adopted in k-means II, as the assessment criteria towards clustering quality. We also test the speedup ratio and elasticity in algorithms. The experimental results are shown in Figures 6-9 . 
Conclusions
To the problem of intermediate value in the process of carrying out the algorithm in MapReduce, SnIClustering is proposed in this essay, which is based on sample and filtration. First, we introduce the necessity of using MapReduce to cope mass date -set and some major problems concerning the design of clustering method and some works in the trial of problem-solving. Then, the basic idea and pseudocode in SnIClustering are described. Finally, we form the experimental platform to exam the algorithm efficiency. The experiment results show that the SnIClustering can reduce intermediate data, the cost of Read and write in I/O, and communication cost. So the algorithm can gain a good time performance. At the same time, this algorithm performs greater clustering quality, elasticity and speedup ratio.
